Recognition & Agenda

• This is a significant investment of your time
• Your participation is appreciated
• Many different institutions, same goal

9:00 Setting the Stage
Fundamental Shared Principles
Regulation Core Concepts
Regulation Definitions

10:15 Break

10:30 Bringing It All Together in Practice
SETTING THE STAGE
Setting the Stage

So much is happening right now

- Pandemic challenges
- National demands for civil rights and justice
- Demands for due process through specific procedures
- Demands for justice for those impacted by sexual misconduct
- Changing laws and regulations

Because of new regulations, schools must focus on Title IX and balance it all
Setting our Objectives

To prepare you, as members of your school’s Title IX, team to:

• remain true to your institution’s core mission;
• effectively respond to sexual misconduct;
• ensure fair, equitable and non-discriminatory processes;
• develop shared language relating to Title IX processes;
• understand evidence, relevance, bias, conflicts & impartiality;
• comply with the federal and state laws and regulations.

These objectives are complementary, not competing
Overlapping Laws

- Title VII
- Title IX
- Title VI
- ADA
- State Law
- Campus Policy
What is Title IX?

“No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.”

20 USCA Sec. 1681(a), June 23, 1972
The New Title IX Regulations: Background

- Draft regulations published in November 2018
- Over 124,000 written comments submitted
- Final regulations published May 6, 2020 – Effective August 14, 2020

Fun Fact
the preamble is more than 2,000 pages long – with over 17,000 times more words than the law itself
The New Title IX Regulations: Background

Estimated financial impact of the new regulations

- Government originally estimated that the regulations would save schools between $286-367 million
- It revised that estimate to reflect a projected cost to schools of between $48-62 million

The regulations are primarily focused on one type of sexual discrimination

- Sexual harassment by or involving all faculty, students, staff, and volunteers
- The regulations do not over other types of sex or gender based discrimination
FUNDAMENTAL SHARED PRINCIPLES
You Share the Same Fundamental Principles

Higher Education institutions share these core principles:

- Commitment to combatting sexual misconduct
- Commitment to combatting discrimination
- Commitment to fairness and due process
- Commitment to free speech and academic freedom
- Commitment to fostering education and student development
Principle #1: Commitment to Combatting Sexual Misconduct

Culture of Respect
Ending Campus Sexual Violence
A NASPA Initiative
Principle #2: Commitment to Combatting Discrimination

For Higher Education, it is much more than a legal obligation, and encompasses far more than gender.

Diversity, equity, inclusion, and combatting discrimination are central to the mission:

• This commitment benefits everyone
• No one should be subjected to discrimination based on disability, race, color, religion, national origin, ancestry, genetic information, marital status, familial status, sex, age, sexual orientation, veteran status, or gender identity and expression.
Principle #3: Commitment to Fairness and Due Process

- Schools strive to ensure that their processes are fair and are designed to achieve just outcomes
- The participants in our processes are valued members of our community, worthy of dignity and respect
- Schools strive to instill confidence in their systems
- There are often legal obligations for fairness and due process
  - Sources of those obligations for both public and private institutions can include constitutional requirements, state and local laws, and contracts
“The vigilant protection of constitutional freedoms is nowhere more vital than in the community of American schools . . .”

*United States Supreme Court, Healy v. James*

Freedom of speech is a fundamental American freedom and a human right, and there's no place that this right should be more valued and protected than America’s colleges and universities

thefire.org
Free Speech is not just essential, it’s the law.

- Students do not shed their rights of free speech at the schoolhouse gate
- Fear of disturbance is not enough to overcome the right of freedom of expression
- Speech is not protected when it materially disrupts classwork, or involves substantial disorder or invasion of the rights of others

*Tinker v. DesMoines*
Principle #5: Commitment to fostering education and student development

A central mission of Higher Education is to educate with a deliberate focus on the development of students. Through internal student processes, schools apply NASPA principles of Good Practice in Student Affairs, such as:

- Engaging students in active learning
- Helping students develop coherent values and ethical standards
- Building supportive and inclusive communities

Because schools are not courts, where it is appropriate, they adopt an educational, not punitive, philosophy.
REGULATION CORE CONCEPTS
Sex Discrimination is Prohibited

Title IX is broad and includes harassment, sexual violence, and any other sex discrimination:

- These regulations are intended to effectuate Title IX’s prohibition against sex discrimination by requiring recipients to address sexual harassment as a form of sex discrimination in education programs or activities.

As you learned in the OCR webinar you attended, OCR believes that the Title IX regulations provide Complainants with strong protections from sexual harassment and set clear expectations for when and how a school must respond to restore or preserve Complainants’ equal educational access.

This aligns with Principle #1: Commitment to combatting sexual misconduct.
Free Speech

The phrases “Free speech,” “Freedom of speech,” and “First Amendment” appear 291 times in the Preamble. This is unusual because:

- Constitutional protections do not need validation through regulations
- Title VI regulations (prohibiting race discrimination in schools) do not mention any of these concepts

This aligns with Principle #4: Commitment to free speech and academic freedom
How might Free Speech/Academic Freedom issues arise in a Title IX case?

• Teaching a class on obscenity law, religion, political science
• Military strategy case - debating if women should be in combat
• SnapChat cheerleader case – off campus speech as grounds for discipline
The default mindset should be:

• Treat the parties equally, unless specifically permitted
• What is good for one party should be good for the other

PRACTICE POINTER:
Review policies, practices, webpages, etc. for fairness

The emphasis on free speech lines up with

PRINCIPLE 01
Commitment to combatting sexual misconduct

PRINCIPLE 02
Commitment to combatting discrimination

PRINCIPLE 03
Commitment to fairness and due process
The New “Title IX Team”

Focus is on multiple layers of responsibility and separation of duties
The Team can be internal and/or external, and may include:
• Title IX Coordinator(s) (“TIX-C”)
• Advisors
• Informal resolution facilitators, if any
• Investigators
• Hearing Decision-maker(s)
• Appeal Decision-maker(s)
The New “Title IX Team”

TIX Team Action Items:
Specify team roles
• TIX-C cannot be a decision-maker
Decide whether you will use panels
• Consider the increased opportunity for conflicts of interest
• Weigh the personnel, logistical, and administrative burden
Plan for conflicts of interest
• Line up alternative or external resources in advance
Map out annual training plan
Title IX Coordinator Duties

Disseminating broad notice to the community about sex discrimination
  • There are many granular notice requirements (to employees, for example)
Accepting reports of sexual harassment
  • Reports can be made by anyone, through numerous means
Offering and facilitating supportive measures (discussed later)
Complying with regulations
Effectuating of remedies and sanctions, if any
Ensuring a compliant record retention system

This role is NOT responsible for determinations of policy violation
REGULATION DEFINITIONS
Complainant: person alleged to be the victim of potential sexual harassment
  • This may be a change from your past practice, where a third party could be a Complainant.

Respondent: person reported to have engaged in potential Title IX sexual harassment

Consent: not defined by the OCR
  • Schools may define consent for themselves
Title IX Sexual Harassment

Conduct, on the basis of sex, that satisfies one or more of the following:

• An employee conditions a benefit, aid, or service on participation in unwanted sexual conduct (quid pro quo)

• Unwelcome sexual conduct that is so severe, pervasive, and objectively offensive that it denies equal access
  • This is different from the standard for employees under Title VII, which remains the law

• Sexual assault, dating violence, domestic violence, and stalking as defined by specific federal statutes
Some finer points on the definition:

OCR acknowledged that it adopted a narrower definition for Title IX sexual harassment than the existing Title VII definition, which prohibits sexual harassment in the employment environment.

- Conduct that would violate Title VII may not violate Title IX
- OCR asserts, for the first time, that more sexualized conduct should be tolerated in the academic environment than in the non-academic workplace

**PRACTICE POINTER:** Where the criminal definitions do not quite fit (sexual battery example), you may analyze under the second definitional prong.
Actual Notice

A school has response duties only where there is “Actual Notice” of alleged sexual harassment received by:

• The Title IX Coordinator; or
• Anyone who has “authority to institute corrective measures”

This is a substantial narrowing of the notice concept for schools:

• Under Title IX, schools are not responsible for “constructive notice,” meaning notice because the school should have known
• While this sounds helpful, this is a divergence from other civil rights laws
• Schools may still be liable for constructive notice under other civil rights laws

Cited reason – Academic Freedom and Free Speech
Actual Notice

The response duty arises where there is actual notice by a person with “authority to take corrective measures” - an **undefined** concept.

Meaning will turn on those who have the power to remove or mitigate the harm:
- Leaders
- Supervisors
- Administrators
- Coaches
- Faculty

This will be a fact-specific analysis.

Difficult to draw lines where people wear several hats on campus.
Actual Notice

Training all employees on sexual misconduct, and even designating them as mandatory reporters, does not transform them into persons with “actual notice” under the new Title IX regulations.

“The mere ability or obligation to report sexual harassment or to inform a student about how to report sexual harassment, or having been trained to do so, does not qualify an individual as one who has authority to institute corrective measures.”
Decision Point: Should you have a Responsible Employee ("RE") Program?

Many schools have RE programs designating all employees as mandatory reporters
Some schools have chosen not to have a RE program
New regulations permit schools to choose whether to do this

PRACTICE POINTER: Understand and anticipate a vocal minority opposition to a RE Program, and assess leadership’s perspective
Decision Point: Should you have a Responsible Employee (“RE”) Program?

Benefits of RE Program to consider:
- Cultivate a culture of reporting
- Provide clarity to the community
- Ensure consistent institutional responses to carry out Title IX and Title VII obligations, as well as NASA and NSF obligations, if applicable
- Prevent a wide variety of ad hoc (or no) responses that may result in not treating all reports fairly or equitably
- Prevent misconduct from continuing unchecked without providing the opportunity to respond and take corrective action as appropriate
- Protect school from legal liability for failure to respond or for future acts
What is unchanged:

- The existing, broad definition of “educational program or activity” as “all of the operations of” a university, college, or school

What is new:

- A requirement that the alleged sexual harassment occur in the program and activity
- Express inclusion of situations where the school exercised substantial control over the Respondent and the context in which the sexual harassment occurred, and any building owned or controlled by a recognized student organization
- A statement that Title IX is applicable only in the United States
Educational Program or Activity

Some common scenarios

• Study abroad
• Off campus apartment
• Athletics away game
• Academic conferences

This is a threshold and fact-specific issue
Formal Complaint

A document filed by a Complainant or the Title IX Coordinator

• Alleging sexual harassment
• Seeking a formal investigation
• Where the Complainant is participating (or attempting to) in the educational program or activity
• This is a new, highly specific, definition

Title IX Coordinator can be the person to file:

• When there is a danger to the community
• The TIX-C does NOT become the Complainant
• There may be challenges to proceeding in this manner
New Definition, but familiar ground, as it codifies best practices:

- Available to both Complainants and Respondents
- Designed to restore or preserve equal access to the education program or activity without unreasonably burdening the other party, including measures designed to protect the safety of all parties or the educational environment, or deter sexual harassment
- The Title IX Coordinator is responsible for coordinating the effective implementation of supportive measures
- Fact specific inquiry – no *unreasonable* burden (some burden ok)
Supportive Measures

Formerly called Interim Measures, these are school-provided services that are:

• Available at any time after a report of sexual harassment
• Non-disciplinary
• Non-punitive
• Not “unreasonably burdensome” to the other party
• Individualized
• Provided at no cost

PRACTICE POINTER: Do a word search for “Interim” on your webpages
Supportive Measures

Familiar Supportive Measures include:

• Work or class schedule modifications
• Counseling
• Mutual no contact orders
• Changes in housing or work locations
• Leaves of absence
• Extensions of deadlines

Must be documented, and kept as confidential as possible

PRACTICE POINTER:
Removal from teams, clubs, etc., are not Supportive Measures. Use your emergency removal process
BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER
Bringing It all Together In Practice

Now let’s weave together the

• Fundamental Shared Principles;
• Regulatory Core Concepts; and
• Regulatory Definitions
  • to begin to apply this knowledge to our processes

Step 1 - Education on fairness, impartiality and evidence
Step 2 - Learn about the nuts and bolts of how this will work in practice
Fairness, Equity, and Impartiality

The Title IX Team must identify and avoid:

- Bias against individuals or types of people
- Pre-judgment based on gender, race, sex, religion, disability, etc.
- Pre-judgment based on status as a Complainant or Respondent
- Conflicts of interest
- Profiling and predictive behaviors

When in doubt, remember to treat parties the same
What is Bias?

Bias is a predisposition to think about a specific group and its individual members in a preconceived way

- Explicit: fully and clearly expressed or demonstrated; leaving nothing merely implied; unequivocal
- Implicit: implied, rather than expressly stated; unconscious

Examples:
- All men do X
- All women do Y
- People from __ are sexually __
- Can be reflected in language like he/her
Avoiding Bias

• Learn about, be alert for, and avoid, stereotypes such as sex stereotypes
  • Explore the Harvard IAT Test

• Do not prejudge. Beware of making judgments or assumptions about the validity of the allegations even before you start your work or even mid-process

• Review and analyze all relevant evidence gathered

• Avoid leading questions

• Focus on the elements needed for proof

• Remember your middle school math teacher’s words: you might not get credit for the right answer if you don’t show your work (be prepared to justify your conclusions with the information you have gathered)
What is a Conflict of Interest ("COI")?

A conflict between the private interests and the official responsibilities of a person in a position of trust (Merriam-Webster)

COI must be avoided to:

- Protect process participants
- Ensure fairness
- Maintain the trust, integrity, and credibility of the Title IX process
- Comply with Title IX
- Avoid litigation and minimize appeals
Avoiding COI

Examples of potential COI:

- Appeal Decision-Maker’s spouse was a witness in the investigation
- Investigator accepts 50 yard-line tickets from Athletic Director
- Title IX Team member publishes a blog that stereotypes based upon gender

**PRACTICE POINTER:** In scanning for COI, consider where there may be influence unrelated to the evidence in the case, such as personal relationships, financial relationships, or power dynamics
Bias and COI Response Best Practices

• Design a way for the parties and Title IX Team members to report bias and COI
• Encourage Title IX Team member to disclose potential bias and COIs
• Create written guidelines for assessing bias and COI stating that a determination will be based on **objective** facts, and not on generalizations, stereotypes, suspicions, or conclusions
• Use an objective standard for determinations like whether “based on objective facts, a reasonable person would believe that a COI exists”
• State that disagreement with an outcome is generally insufficient to demonstrate bias or a COI
• Analysis should be case-specific and should not be unreasonably assumed, such as based solely on the person’s research or advocacy background
The Standard of Proof

The amount of proof needed to find that a Respondent is responsible for a policy violation

Schools can choose between:

1. Preponderance of the Evidence: meaning more likely than not, or a greater than 50% chance that the claim is true
   • The standard of proof for all civil rights claims.

2. Clear and Convincing Evidence: meaning that the evidence being presented must be highly and substantially more probable to be true rather than untrue

A school’s standard must be the same for all sexual misconduct complaints
The Burden of Proof

This is the “who” as opposed to the “how much”

The burden of proof is the burden of producing evidence sufficient to meet the standard of proof on each disputed assertion or charge of the policy violation

- Under the new Title IX regulations, the school bears the burden of proof
- Investigators are required to gather the relevant evidence
- Parties and witnesses are requested to provide evidence
The “Presumed Not Responsible” Requirement

The new regulations require Title IX sexual harassment policies to include a provision that the Respondent is “presumed not responsible” until the end of the process, and that no disciplinary measures can be imposed unless and until a policy violation is found.

Contrary to some media reports:
- This does not change the burden of proof or the standard of proof.
- This is not a presumption of innocence, as innocence is a criminal court concept.

To date, OCR has not required such a presumption in any other types of complaints.
The “Presumed Not Responsible” Requirement

ORC tells us that this presumption was included to establish impartiality, not to create a prejudgment:

“The presumption does not imply that the alleged harassment did not occur; the presumption ensures that recipients [schools] do not take action against a respondent as though the harassment occurred prior to the allegation being proved . . .” *Preamble page 851*

“The presumption does not imply that a respondent is truthful or that a complainant is lying . . .” *Preamble page 853*

**PRACTICE POINTER:** This is worth explaining to the parties in writing
What Is Evidence and What Do We Do With It?

Broadly construed, evidence is anything that relates to an assertion in a complaint.

Comes in many forms: digital, documentary, physical, oral, images, photos, videos, records, physical objects, clothes, etc.

- Can be direct or circumstantial (post-event attendance records)
- Includes inculpatory or exculpatory evidence
- A gut feeling or personal view is not evidence

We must objectively evaluate all evidence

- Be impartial and unbiased
Relevant Evidence

Only relevant evidence can impact a finding of a policy violation.

OCR declined to define “relevance” and suggested that it be interpreted according to “plain and ordinary meaning.”

Examples:

- Having a significant and demonstratable bearing on the matter at hand
- Tending to prove or disprove the matter at hand

Parties may provide evidence that is not relevant but is directly related to the complaint (“directly related” is broader than “relevant”).

Example: Both parties are Pirates fans and watched the game.
Relevance and Blanket Exclusionary Rules

Schools are not courtrooms and the legal evidence rules do not apply to these internal policy-related proceedings. The regulations provide that schools retain the flexibility to adopt rules on how to evaluate evidence and conduct the grievance process:

- **Do** consider rules about weighing evidence, so long as they apply equally.
- **Do not** adopt blanket rules excluding relevant evidence because such evidence “may be unduly prejudicial, concern prior bad acts, or constitute character evidence.”

Example: Consider a rule applicable to all participants that polygraph tests are unreliable and will be given little weight.
Relevance and Issues of Privilege

Certain evidence, even if relevant, is “privileged” under the law and the holder of the privilege cannot generally be compelled to disclose it.

Privileges include:
- The Attorney-Client privilege
- Medical provider/records privilege
- Spousal privilege

You may not require, allow, rely upon, or otherwise use questions or evidence that constitute or seek disclosure of, information protected under a legally privilege, unless the person holding the privilege has waived it in writing.

PRACTICE POINTER: Secure written waivers
Relevance and the Rape Shield Bar

What is it?
• A modified version of a legal rule that bars the consideration of evidence, offered as substantive evidence or for impeachment, of past sexual history or predisposition

What is the purpose?
• To safeguard against the invasion of privacy, embarrassment, and sexual stereotyping
• To encourage victims to come forward

Who does it cover?
• Complainants only
Relevance and the Rape Shield Bar

There are two exceptions to this bar, where the evidence is offered to prove:

1. Someone other than the Respondent committed the conduct alleged by the Complainant
2. Consent, if the questions and evidence concern specific incidents of the Complainant’s prior sexual behavior with respect to the Respondent

Examples: past use of contraceptives, past STIs

PRACTICE POINTER: When faced with an unclear Rape Shield issue, pause, take a break, and call your counsel
Credibility and Assessment

If there are conflicting versions of relevant events, decision-makers will have to weigh each party’s credibility.

Credibility assessments can be critical in determining whether the alleged policy violation in fact occurred.

The duty is not to “believe one story over the other” but to assess each piece of evidence, independently, and as part of the bigger picture, to determine whether the preponderance of the evidence supports a finding of responsible or not responsible for a policy violation.

**PRACTICE POINTER:** Decide whether investigators will address credibility (regulations permit this, but they also make clear that investigators cannot be decision-makers).
Credibility and Assessment

Credibility assessment factors to consider include:

- **Inherent plausibility**: Is the information believable on its face? Does it make sense?
- **Motive to falsify**: Did the person have a reason to lie?
- **Corroboration**: Is there **witness testimony** (such as testimony by eye-witnesses, people who saw the person soon after the alleged incidents, or people who discussed the incidents with him or her at around the time that they occurred) or **physical evidence** (such as written documentation, video, entry logs) that corroborates the party’s testimony?
- **Past record**: Did the Respondent have a history of past similar behavior?
- **Demeanor**: Did the person seem to be telling the truth or lying? Use caution here as you likely do not know the process participants.
Credibility and Assessment

None of the above factors are determinative as to credibility. For example, the fact that there are no eye-witnesses to the alleged harassment by no means necessarily defeats the Complainant’s credibility, since harassment often occurs behind closed doors. Furthermore, the fact that the alleged harasser engaged in similar behavior in the past does not necessarily mean that he or she did so again.

Quoted from the EEOC’s Enforcement Guidance on Vicarious Employer Liability for Unlawful Harassment by Supervisors dated June 18, 1999:
Credibility and Assessment

Show your work

• Explain your determination with well-reasoned conclusions supported by evidence
• Articulate why one party or statement was more or less credible than the other
• Do not state a conclusion about credibility without explaining how you got there

Note: Additional education on the possible impact of trauma on some individuals, which may be one factor in your analysis, will be addressed in session #3 of the PCHE Program

PRACTICE POINTER:
Write your report as if a stranger to the complaint will be reading it
Nuts and Bolts

The new regulations are oftentimes prescriptive in their requirements. Next, we will learn about many of those requirements against the overlay of all that we have learned so far.
The Required Response
to Sexual Harassment

Where a school has: (1) had actual notice; (2) of sexual harassment; (3) in a program or activity; (4) in the U.S., it must respond:

• Promptly (to include undefined timeframes for all steps)

• In a manner that is not “deliberately indifferent”

• Equitably, including explaining and providing supportive measures

• By adopting and following new procedures to include a “Formal complaint” process, prior to issuing any discipline

• By adopting a grievance process that includes a presumption that the Respondent is “not responsible for the alleged conduct” until a determination is made regarding responsibility at the end of the process
What is Deliberate Indifference?

A school is deliberately indifferent ONLY where:

- Its response to sexual harassment is **clearly unreasonable** under the known circumstances
- If the school follows the procedural requirements, the OCR will not find deliberate indifference solely because it would have come to a different conclusion

**PRACTICE POINTER:** You should **not** be striving to merely satisfy the “deliberate indifference” standard
The Required Response to Reports of Sexual Harassment

In its Title IX Sexual Harassment process, a school must:

• Conduct an objective evaluation of all evidence
• Provide credibility determinations not based on status
• Ensure that all on the Title IX Team (Title IX coordinators, investigators, decision-makers and informal resolution facilitators, if any) do not have a conflict of interest or bias
• Describe the range of possible disciplinary sanctions
• State the standard of evidence
• Describe appeal process and grounds
Emergency Removals for Students

Schools must: (1) undertake an individualized safety and risk analysis; and (2) determine that an immediate threat to the physical health or safety of any person arising from the allegations of sexual harassment justifies removal.

- Where this occurs, a school must provide the Respondent with notice and an opportunity to challenge the decision immediately following the removal.
- What about an employee? A student/employee?

**PRACTICE POINTER:** Create a process now for your school, and consider whether it needs to be in policy.
Formal Title IX Harassment Complaint

A Formal Complaint is a document filed by a Complainant or signed by the Title IX Coordinator alleging sexual harassment against a Respondent and requesting that the allegation be investigated

• The Complainant must be participating in or attempting to participate in the “educational program or activity”
  • What happens if not? We will get to that

• Once a Formal Complaint is filed, a school **must** provide notice to the parties

• A Formal Complaint **must** be investigated
Notice of Formal Complaint

Once a Formal Complaint is filed, a school must provide written notice to the parties. This is important, and must include:

1. The policy and complaint grievance process
2. The allegations, with detail sufficient to prepare a response before any initial interview (names, dates, locations, conduct at issue); if new allegations arise later, the school must supplement
3. The presumption that the Respondent is not responsible, unless and until a determination at the end of the process
4. The right to an advisor of choice, including an attorney
5. The right to inspect and review evidence
Notice of Formal Complaint

6. Information on available resources (on and off campus)
7. Information on resolution options
8. Information on supportive measures
9. Information on other processes that may potentially apply

PRACTICE POINTER:

• Create a good form to send to all parties. Test it in advance of a real case.
• Because you must update this Notice if new allegations become a part of the investigation, consider building checkpoints into your process
Advisors and Their Role

• Parties are entitled to an advisor of choice throughout the process
• May be an attorney, a parent, witness, or anyone else
• Their role is generally to provide advice and guidance
• Advisors are permitted to review all evidence “directly related to the allegations” that is not privileged
• School must provide an advisor at a hearing if a Party does not have one, at no fee or charge
  • May you use internal or external people? Yes
  • Must you provide advisor training? No
  • Must you provide a lawyer as an advisor? No
Advisors and Their Role

School can and should create rules for advisors, so long as they apply equally to the parties

- Can prohibit openings/closings/questions of own party
- Can require respectful behavior

The rules cannot restrict the advisors’ ability to:

1. Review non-privileged evidence directly related to allegations
2. Question witnesses (other than the party being advised) during the hearing directly in real time (except if questions are deemed irrelevant or violate the rape shield law)

PRACTICE POINTER: Create rules for advisors explaining their role and its limits
When **MUST** Schools Dismiss Formal Complaints?

A Formal Complaint **must** be dismissed if the conduct:

- Would not be sexual harassment even if true;
- Did not occur in a program or activity; and/or
- Did not occur in the United States

But, for Title IX adjacent misconduct, schools can use other processes, such as Non-Discrimination and Student Code of Conduct processes

- Title IX established a floor, not a ceiling
- Bifurcated processes - we will tackle this issue in detail later

**PRACTICE POINTER:**
Consider building in checkpoints in the process for assessing whether a complaint must be dismissed
When **MAY** Schools Dismiss Formal Complaints?

A Formal Complaint *may* be dismissed where:

- At any time, the Title IX Coordinator receives a written request from the Complainant seeking dismissal;
- The Respondent is no longer enrolled or employed by the school; and/or
- Specific circumstances prevent the gathering of sufficient evidence to reach a conclusion

**Whenever** there is a dismissal, whether mandatory or permissive, written notice of the reason and right to appeal must be sent to both parties.
Informal Resolutions

Under the regulations, schools are permitted, with limitations, to offer informal resolution ("IR") processes. A school:

- may not offer IR unless a Formal Complaint is filed
- may not require a waiver of a right to an investigation and adjudication of formal complaints
- may not require parties to participate in an IR process
- may not offer or facilitate an IR process to resolve allegations that an employee sexually harassed a student
- must provide written notice of the IR process
- must obtain the parties’ voluntary, written consent to the IR process
Because under many IR models, there can be some limited fact-finding, training such as this is recommended for facilitators.

Additional advice on IR derived from the Preamble:

• IR may result in discipline, if the parties had notice of this possibility.
• Even if parties agree to an IR resolution, the Title IX Coordinator can move forward with a Formal Complaint, if the parties had notice of this.
• An IR facilitator can be a witness in a subsequent investigation or hearing, if the parties had notice of this.

**PRACTICE POINTER:** Decide on your IR process, and disclose, in writing, in advance.
Investigations

The regulations make clear that:

• The school bears the burden of proof, not the parties, and must gather the evidence
• Schools must avoid bias and COI
• Parties must be afforded equal opportunity to present evidence and witnesses, including fact and expert witnesses, and other inculpatory and exculpatory evidence
The regulations make clear that:

- Parties are equally permitted an advisor of choice
- Participation restrictions, with one caveat, are permissible if such restrictions apply to all parties
- Parties cannot be restricted in discussing the allegations or gathering and presenting relevant evidence
  - Impact on confidentiality

**PRACTICE POINTERS:**
Search existing policies, procedures and forms on the issue of restricting speech

Although speech cannot generally be restricted, it can give rise to retaliation
Once the evidence is gathered, the investigator must provide both parties an equal opportunity to inspect and review any evidence obtained as part of the investigation that is directly related to the allegations raised in a formal complaint so that each can meaningfully respond to the evidence prior to conclusion of the investigation.

Allowing parties the opportunity to inspect this evidence will further each party’s own interests by identifying evidence either overlooked by the investigator or erroneously deemed relevant or irrelevant.

**PRACTICE POINTER:**
Consider establishing rules on copying and disseminating evidence.
The investigator must send evidence directly related to the allegations to each party and their advisor in an electronic format or a hard copy. Then the parties must have at least 10 days to submit a written response, which the investigator will consider prior to completion of the investigative report.

**PRACTICE POINTER:** Consider the format - electronic or paper?
- Will you invest in a document system or database?
- Consider security, cost, accessibility, and the ability to easily forward
To make relevance determinations:

- Review the allegations
- Compare evidence to the elements of the alleged policy violation to see if evidence impacts the elements
- Assess whether the evidence makes the allegations more or less likely
- Investigators, as well as hearing and appeal decision-makers, should heed this advice

**PRACTICE POINTER:**
Carefully consider the parties’ response to the evidence when you are determining relevance.
Drafting a Fair Investigation Report

The regulations require investigators to “fairly” summarize the “relevant evidence” in a report. There is no requirement to summarize the broader universe of “all evidence directly related to the allegations.”

**PRACTICE POINTER:**

- In your policy, consider defining “fair” as “equitable, objective, and free from favor toward either or any side.”
- Expressly state that “fair” does not equate happiness or agreement with the content.
Drafting a Fair Report

Map out the key elements of proof
Summarize the evidence in a factual, objective manner
Show your work/logic
Rely on facts, not gut, opinions, or conclusions
  • Avoid generalizations or prejudice
  • Avoid characterizations and conclusions

The advice on drafting a fair investigation report is equally helpful to Hearing and Appeal Decision-Makers

PRACTICE POINTER:
Make the report useful to the Hearing Decision-Maker
(include procedural steps)
Once the report is ready, you must send to each party and the party’s advisor, if any, the investigative report in an electronic format or a hard copy, for their review and written response, **at least 10 days prior** to the hearing.

This allows the parties to “effectively provide context to the evidence included in the report” and to “advance their own interests for consideration by the decision-maker” at the hearing.

**PRACTICE POINTER:** You are permitted to require Parties not to disseminate and to only use the evidence in the Title IX proceedings

**PRACTICE POINTER:** Consider whether the written response impacted your report
Hearings

Hearing Decision-Makers have an independent obligation to objectively evaluate relevant evidence.

The regulations require:
- Hearings (no single investigator model)
- The Hearing Decision-Maker cannot be the Investigator or TIX-C
- Parties must have an advisor of choice at the hearing, and school must provide if needed
- Video or audio recorded

The physical set-up:
- Separate rooms must be available upon request
- Technology allowing the parties to see and hear in real time
- Can be remote
Hearings

Best Practices for conducting hearings:

Consider using one Hearing Decision-Maker

• Reduces overall staffing needs
• Avoids split decisions on relevance and/or final determinations

Consider adopting hearing decorum and procedural rules (re: questions, openings/closings, time limits, objections, etc.)

• Lay out process as clearly as possible
• State that the Hearing Decision-Maker will ask questions first (before advisors)
• Consider limiting or prohibiting objections
Best Practices for conducting hearings:

- Require parties to provide advance written notice of the attendance of advisors, so that there is time to appoint an advisor if necessary.
- Consider having a pre-hearing meeting to discuss the process:
  - Provide the Rules for Advisors, even if you did this already.
  - Inform the parties and advisors that you will need time to evaluate questions for relevance before they are answered.
- Avoid the use of overly-legalistic or alarming language.
- Secure an on-call legal advisor for the Hearing Decision-Maker.
- For confidentiality, limit attendees to parties, witnesses (only when providing information, and other participants required by the regulations or by other law).
Parties’ advisors (including lawyers, but never the Parties) have the right to ask questions:

• Of the other Party and the witnesses
• Directly, orally, and in real time
• Only relevant questions may be asked

If a Party or witness does not answer questions, the Hearing Decision-Maker must not rely on their statements.

However, there can be no inference about responsibility solely from the failure of a person to answer questions.

PRACTICE POINTER: Encourage witnesses attendance
Tips On Handling Questioning of Witnesses

Hearing Decision-Makers must make real-time evidentiary rulings

- **Before** any witness answers
- Where a question is not allowed, the Hearing Decision-Maker must explain why

Examples of the required level of detail in the explanation:

- “The question will not be answered as it violates the rape shield rule and does not fit into one of the exceptions”
- “The question is not relevant as it is redundant”

**PRACTICE POINTER:** Take it slow - you can call for a break to confer with counsel
The Hearing Determination

The Hearing Decision-Maker must objectively evaluate the relevant evidence and issue a written determination about responsibility which must be provided to the Parties simultaneously.

Remember (and apply) our earlier discussion about fairly summarizing the evidence and assessing credibility.

**PRACTICE POINTER:** Like Investigators, Decision-Makers should show their work. If your investigation report template is aligned with your hearing determination template, this will be very helpful.
The Hearing Determination

The written Hearing Determination must include:

- Identification of the allegations – perhaps from the Investigation Report
- Description of all procedural steps taken - same
- Findings of fact
- Conclusions and a determination regarding responsibility
- A rationale for all conclusions
- Determination/description of disciplinary sanctions, if any
- Indication of whether there are remedial measures to Complainant
- Appeal process and grounds
Parties have the right to appeal from a determination, or a dismissal of a Formal Complaint or any part thereof, on three specified grounds:

1. **Procedural irregularity** that affected the outcome of the matter

2. **New evidence** that was not reasonably available at the time the determination regarding responsibility or dismissal was made that could affect the outcome of the matter

3. The Title IX Coordinator, investigator(s), or decision-maker(s) had a **conflict of interest or bias** for or against Complainants or Respondents generally or the individual Complainant or Respondent that affected the outcome of the matter

Schools may add additional grounds.
Appeals

- Party/advisors must be permitted to make written submissions to the Appeal Decision-Maker
- There is no right to another hearing before an Appeal Decision-Maker
- The Appeal Decision-Maker must come to a final written appeal decision (which must include the determination, remedies, discipline, and rationale)
- Written, simultaneous notice of appeal outcome must be provided to the parties
Appeals

The Appeal Decision-Maker must not have previously been involved in the case and must be trained and unbiased

PRACTICE POINTERS:

1. Consider having one Appeal Decision-Maker on a case as opposed to a panel, but who this is may depend on the Respondent’s status (for example, Provost for Faculty, Dean of Students for students, Head of HR for staff)

2. Consider making clear that the appeal process is on the paper only

3. Consider spelling out the appeal remedy options (your policy can allow the appeal to affirm or reverse the decision, to send it back for more investigation, to change the sanctions, etc.)
In the final written decision, the first task is not the agree or disagree with the finding, but to see whether there are grounds for the appeal. To do this:

- Carefully consider the arguments and evidence in support (see above)
- Carefully consider the investigation report and determination
- Require objective and specific facts to support an allegation that there was a procedural irregularity, new evidence, bias or a COI
- If there is evidence of grounds for appeal, determine whether the error impacted the outcome of the matter
- If the error impacted the outcome, determine the appropriate remedy
Retaliation

Prohibited Retaliation:

No recipient or other person may intimidate, threaten, coerce, or discriminate against any individual for the purpose of interfering with any right or privilege secured by Title IX or this part, or because the individual has made a report or complaint, testified, assisted, or participated or refused to participate in any manner in an investigation, proceeding, or hearing under this part.
Retaliation

Bringing a code of conduct complaint based on the same set of facts “for the purpose of interfering with any right or privilege secured by Title IX” is retaliation.

Litigation bait: where there is Title IX adjacent conduct referred to another process as permitted by the regs, will the Respondent allege that the school purposefully avoid the TIX process?

PRACTICE POINTER: When referring a complaint to another process, make your referral purpose crystal clear.
Insights on Retaliation and Speech from the regulations and preamble:

_The exercise of rights protected under the First Amendment does not constitute retaliation, but threatening to publish to deter reporting could be._

_Charging an individual with a code of conduct violation for making a materially false statement in bad faith in the course of a grievance proceeding under this part does not constitute retaliation._
Challenge: Non-Title IX Sexual Misconduct

Regulations require “dismissal” if allegations
• Could not constitute “sexual harassment”
• Did not occur in education program or activity or
• Did not occur in the US

However, “dismissal does not preclude action under another provision of the recipient’s code of conduct”

So, how do you address Non-Title IX Sexual Misconduct?
Challenge: Non-Title IX Sexual Misconduct

Possible Solutions

1. Do not address policies and procedures and leave it to other authorities (or other code sections that may apply)
2. Move all sexual misconduct through the newly required grievance process under regulations
3. Create bifurcated policies/procedures for Title IX sexual misconduct and Non-Title IX sexual misconduct
Challenge: Non-Title IX Sexual Misconduct

Option 1: Do not address in policies and procedures and leave it to other authorities (or other code sections that may apply)

In theory, this would be less work for the institution, but:

- May fail to meet constituency expectations
- May not align with institution's mission
- Litigation risk - erroneously failing to respond at all
Challenge: Non-Title IX Sexual Misconduct

Option 2: Move all sexual misconduct / discrimination through the newly required grievance process under regulations

- One process, albeit it complex, for all such allegations
- Creates clarity and certainty for all parties
- Onerous process including cross examination may serve to chill potential Complainants, as predicted by the preamble
- May fail to meet constituency expectations
- May not align with institution's mission
- Litigation risk - treating discrimination based on sex differently than other types of discrimination
Challenge: Non-Title IX Sexual Misconduct

Option 3: Create bifurcated policies and procedures for Title IX sexual misconduct and non-Title IX sexual misconduct

- May be more aligned with mission and constituency expectations
- May be less chilling for allegations not meeting new reg requirements
- Confusing to have multiple processes
- Must permit parties to appeal “dismissal” from Title IX process
- Potential lack of certainty for all parties
- Potential that the track may shift as process proceeds
- Litigation risk - incorrectly categorizing Title IX vs. Non-Title IX process
Challenge: Non-Title IX Sexual Misconduct

Next Steps: Review your student code of conduct, collective bargaining agreements, staff and faculty handbooks, and reporting systems

- Consider pros and cons of process options
- If using multiple processes, try to synthesize as much as possible and create clear criteria for deciding which process to use
- Amend processes as necessary
- Consider use of “interim” policies while obtaining constituency input before creating final policies
- Review State law
- Create a communications plan
Next Steps

- Review and revise your Title IX policy
- Create your Title IX Team training plan
- Ensure consistency across other processes, revise as necessary
- Review websites and trainings for compliance
- Review materials on confidentiality and gag orders
- Communicate with stakeholders – identify and share your plan to address the regulations
- Create and execute a plan to educate your community
Next Steps

Once Policy decisions are made, create forms for documentation, such as:

- Formal Complaint Form
- Written notices of Supportive Measures
- Written notice of allegations
- Notice of dismissal – including reason and appeal rights
- Investigation Report template
- Determination template and appeal notices
- Rules for Advisors
- Rules and guidelines around COIs and bias
Documentation, Database Maintenance, and Recordkeeping

Retain all documents, evidence and recordings for seven years from reports, Formal Complaints, hearings, informal resolutions and appeals

Keep, and make publicly available, all Title IX Team training materials

Consider a document/case management system

Retain records of supportive measures
Final Thoughts

- This will be the law, come August 14, 2020
- There are already legal challenges (ACLU case), but a mid-year ruling would be difficult
- The new regulations are sure to generate new litigation risks

Looking forward to Part 3 of the PCHE Program, featuring community partners
Use of This Material

This educational program covers key ground under Title IX and its regulations, based on what we know today:

- More OCR guidance is expected
- More legal cases will be decided
- Continuing education is important

What this program does not cover:

- Your school-specific process
- Your school-specific hearing technology

Finally, this educational program is not legal advice
THANK YOU

Pamela W. Connelly
Shareholder, Strassburger McKenna Gutnick & Gefsky
pconnelly@smgglaw.com
Continuing Our Education

We have covered much ground. Next, we will learn from experts in the field of sexual violence and law enforcement.

Some clarifications and caveats:

• The presentation uses some criminal terminology
• The criminal system is an entirely different system that an internal Title IX proceeding
• Use of terms such as “victim” is not meant to convey or imply that criminal terminology should be used in Title IX proceedings
• Trauma-informed training developed by these community partners is helpful to provide investigators more background on this relevant topic.
Trauma-informed Education – What to Expect

Trauma-informed tactics are another tool in the toolbox of Title IX Team Members. This session will help you learn:

- The potential impacts of trauma on some people
- That trauma response is not the same for all people
- To check biases and avoid an uncritical assumption that a person is being untruthful or truthful
- To avoid snap judgments and bias
Why Learn about Trauma?

Trauma informed training improves interview and assessment techniques, and benefits all participants, by:

- Encouraging witnesses to share more
- Leading to the ability for fuller, more complete interviews
- Making all Parties more comfortable, regardless of sex
- Helping Title IX team members to better interview/question for clarification and more information, leading to better informed investigations
What Trauma-informed Education Is

Trauma-informed training:

• Cautions against immediately jumping to a conclusion that a person must be lying
• Is one component of an overall educational program
• Is part of system that contains robust procedural protections for all parties
• Is encouraged by state and federal laws
• Co-exists with concepts covered in earlier program sessions
What Trauma-informed Education is Not

Trauma-informed training does not mean or imply that trauma indicators are:

• Evidence of the truth or falsity of the allegations
• Evidence of a policy violation
• Evidence that everything the person is saying is true

Trauma indicators are not a substitute for evidence
Our Mission

To respond, educate, and advocate to end sexual violence.
PAAR services

VICTIM RESPONSE TEAM

- MEDICAL ADVOCACY
- LEGAL ADVOCACY AND ACCOMPANIMENT
- CRISIS COUNSELING IN VARIOUS SETTINGS

CLINICAL SERVICES

PAAR provides individual and group trauma therapy at no cost. PAAR’s comprehensive evidence-based treatment approaches can help survivors manage their emotions and begin the healing process:

- INDIVIDUAL TRAUMA THERAPY
- GROUPS
- CHILD AND FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER

1-866-END-RAPE
PAAR services

CLINICAL SERVICES

- CHILD AND FAMILY CENTER
- ADULT INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP THERAPY
- SUPPORT GROUPS
- WELLNESS SERIES

EDUCATION

- COLLEGE PROGRAMMING
- COACHING BOYS INTO MEN
- SOCIAL NORMS APPROACH to sexual harassment prevention and healthy relationships programming
- PARENTS IN THE KNOW
- PRIMARY PREVENTION
- COMMUNITY TRAINING

1-866-END-RAPE
PAAR’S PERSEPECTIVE: CONTINUUM

**NON-TOUCH**
- Voyeurism/ peeping
- Forcing someone to watch or participate in pornography
- Verbal comments
- Exposing genitals
- Taking sexualized photographs
- Dissemination of intimate images (revenge porn)
- Images of child sexual abuse (child pornography)

**TOUCH**
- Touch/grab body parts
- Intercourse with penetration (oral/anal/vaginal)
- Penetration with objects
- Survival sex
- Institutional & statutory sexual assault
- Sexual Exploitation and Trafficking
Understanding the landscape

People with a disability are twice as likely to experience sexual violence.¹

60% of black girls will experience childhood sexual abuse.²

People are more likely to blame the victim if they are black or Latinx.⁵

People who identify as transgender are 50% more likely to experience sexual violence.²

1 in 4 girls and 1 in 6 boys are sexually abused by age 18.³

1 in 6 women and 1 in 33 men have experienced sexual violence.⁴

All reference information (1-6) available on Resources slide.
Intersectionality

The interconnected nature of social categorizations such as race, class, and gender, regarded as creating overlapping and interdependent systems of discrimination or disadvantage; a theoretical approach based on such a premise.

(Oxford Dictionary)
Sexual Violence on Campus

Estimates are **1 in 5** women and **1 in 16** men are sexually assaulted while in college.

**84%** of sexual assaults are committed by a friend or acquaintance.

**AND**

**50%** of cases involve alcohol consumption by the victim, perpetrator, or both.

College students are most at risk in the **first 6 weeks** of their college experience.

**73%** of LGBTQ+ students experience sexual assault or harassment and **6%** of those students change schools because of it.
THROUGHOUT THE RESEARCH, ONE THEME HAS REMAINED CONSISTENT:

*Sexual abuse is extensively undisclosed and under-reported*

(Bagley, 1992; Courtois & Watts, 1982; Finkelhor & Browne, 1986; Slager-Jorne, 1978; Swanson & Biaggio, 1985; Tsai & Wagner, 1978)
“Sexual violence is one of the most **UNDER-REPORTED CRIMES**, with 68% of assaults left unreported.”

U.S. Department of Justice, the Office of Victims of Crime
Decision Points

WHAT INFLUENCES THOSE DECISIONS?

- Victim’s picture/ experience
- Alcohol & other substances
- Witnesses
- Relationship to alleged perpetrator
- Prior victimization
- Expected friend/family response
- Expected police response
“The **FIRST RESPONSE** to victims is critical in determining how victims cope.”

U.S. Department of Justice, the Office of Victims of Crime
**HOSPITAL FOLLOW UP** – Phone call to schedule follow up appointment at the clinic.

**PAAR ADVOCATE** – Reaching out to help provide options counseling and follow up about counseling services.

**DETECTIVE/CAMPUS POLICE** – Police will reach out to schedule an in-person interview for the criminal investigation.

**RA** – May follow up after hearing concerns from roommates, after a hospital visit or report to title IX.

**FAMILY** – Survivor will be deciding who to tell in their support system & undoubtedly hearing from that person to make sure they are okay.

**TITLE IX** – Will reach out to offer accommodations and set up in-person interview for Title IX investigation.
Keeping perspective

- Victims deserve the opportunity to recover.
- Many victims do not utilize the criminal justice or student conduct process – they fear feeling re-victimized.
- Victims deserve assistance in rebuilding their lives.
- It is IMPORTANT NOT TO MAKE PRE judgements/SNAPJUDGEMENTS.

Adapted from PCAR curriculum “Core Competencies: The Unique Skills of Advocacy”
TRAUMA
DSM-5 AND TRAUMA

I. The person experienced, witnessed or was confronted with an event(s) that involved actual or threatened death or serious injury, or a threat to the physical integrity of self or others.

II. The person’s response involved intense fear, helplessness or horror.
Understanding trauma

I. One single, overwhelming event.
   **ACUTE TRAUMA**

II. Extended exposure to trauma and experiences that are linked to development and/or relationships.
   **COMPLEX TRAUMA**

“The experience of multiple, chronic and prolonged, developmentally adverse traumatic events, most often of an interpersonal nature.. and an early life onset.”
   (Besel van der Kolk, 2005)
The brain & trauma

TRAUMA OVERWHELMS OUR ABILITY TO

- Have a sense of control
- Make meaning of our experience
- Maintain connection to others

RESEARCH SHOWS THAT OUR BRAIN FUNCTIONS DIFFERENTLY WHEN WE EXPERIENCE TRAUMA.

Judith Herman.
WHAT DOES TRAUMA LOOK LIKE?

- Inability to regulate emotions  (*anger and aggression*)
- Emotional numbing
- Feeling isolated or unable to form connections
- Unhealthy coping skills
- Unable to make meaning of the experience
  - Lack of language to attach to the experience
  - Memory gaps and/or non-linear progression

Judith Herman.
The brain

**thalamus**
- Accepts information from our 5 senses
- Regulates sex hormones; blood pressure; body temp

**hippocampus**
- Gives a date and time stamp

**amygdala**
- Determines danger

**pre-frontal cortex**
- Higher level of thinking, decision making

**broca's area**
- Attaches speech to our experiences

Jim Hopper, Ph.D. – Sexual Assault and the Brain (2019).
Average Memory

Jim Hopper, Ph.D. – Sexual Assault and the Brain (2019).
Traumatic Memory

- Five senses
- Thalamus
- Amygdala
- Broca's area
- Pre-frontal cortex
- Hippocampus

Jim Hopper, Ph.D. – Sexual Assault and the Brain (2019).
ENCODING

Central details are those that elicit strong emotions or that stand out the most to us, peripheral are things like date, time, or other small details.

Jim Hopper, Ph.D. – Sexual Assault and the Brain (2019).
AUTOMATIC RESPONSE SYSTEM –

**FIGHT**  **FLIGHT**  **FREEZE**

Jim Hopper, Ph.D. – Sexual Assault and the Brain (2019).
POLYVAGAL THEORY

SAFE AND IN CONTROL
“I see the ‘big picture’ and I can connect to the world and people in it.”

FIGHT OR FLIGHT
“The world is a dangerous place and I need to protect myself from harm.”

FREEZE
“I am alone and escape into not knowing, not feeling and almost a sense of not being.”

Stephen Porges, PhD
Common Symptoms of Trauma

**Re-Experiencing**
- Intrusive, distressing thoughts
- Flashbacks
- Nightmares
- Intense feelings of shame and guilt

**Hyper-arousal**
- Difficulty sleeping
- Feeling jumpy
- Difficulty managing emotions
- Easily irritated or angered

**Emotional Numbing**
- Dissociation
- Avoidance or withdrawal and isolation
- Using substances to cope
- Psychosomatic symptoms (headaches, body aches)

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) – 309.81 PTSD (2013)
Common Symptoms of Trauma

External
- Difficulty managing emotions
- Irritability/anger
- Using substances to cope
- Physical health problems (headaches, body aches, stomach issues)

Internal
- Anxiety, depression or other comorbid diagnoses
- Shame and guilt
- Hypervigilance
- Trouble sleeping
- Avoidance/withdrawal
- Loss of self-esteem

Things you see

Things you don’t

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) – 309.81 PTSD (2013)
Common Symptoms of Trauma

**Triggers**

- People, places or things associated with the trauma
- Sensory experience associated with trauma
- Anniversary dates
- Current stressors (stress response itself)
- Listening to or talking about trauma

**Triggers lead to...**

**Flashbacks**

- Feeling that you are re-living the trauma
- Unexpected and occur without warning
- Can be partial images and sounds
- Can be dissociative
- Can be associated with physical symptoms and reactions

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) – 309.81 PTSD (2013)
ASSOCIATION OF MENTAL HEALTH CONDITIONS WITH SEXUAL ASSAULT

Anxiety
Depression
Bipolar conditions
Disordered eating
OCD conditions
Substance use
PTSD
Suicidality

Considerations for Students

**Resident life, campus leaders**
- Abnormal substance use (week nights, drinking alone)
- Isolating behaviors or conflict in friend groups
- Hyper-vigilance - spending time and energy finding how to be safe on campus again
- Mistrust of institutions

**Faculty**
- Loss of concentration or energy
- Change from the normal attitude or temperament of that student

**Before disclosure...**
- "I was in the hospital last night..."
- "I'm having (unspecified) medical issues..."
- "I'm having trouble sleeping..."
Common Symptoms of Trauma

Sleep Disturbances

• 2-night sleep cycle to consolidate memories
• Many victims experience a crash 2.5 days after incident
• "The less sleep you have had, or more fragmented sleep, the more sensitive you are to pain of all kinds."

Revictimization

• 2 out of 3 victims of sexual violence will be re-victimized at some point in their life

Suicidality

• In a recent study, 70% of survivors reported suicidal ideations after an assault

Jim Hopper, Ph.D. – Sexual Assault and the Brain (2019).
The Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) Study

- The largest study of its kind ever done to examine the health, social, and economic effects of adverse childhood experiences over the lifespan (18,000 participants)

ACE Study continued..

8 AREAS OF DYSFUNCTION

- Recurrent physical abuse
- Recurrent emotional abuse
- Sexual abuse
- Household member in prison
- Mother treated violently
- Alcoholic or drug user in home
- Chronically depressed, mentally ill, or suicidal person in home
- Death of a parent

TOP 10 RISK FACTORS

- Smoking
- Severe Obesity
- Physical inactivity
- Depression
- Suicide attempt
- Alcoholism
- Illicit drug use
- Injected drug use
- 50+ sexual partners
- STDs

The Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) Study

- The largest study of its kind ever done to examine the health, social, and economic effects of adverse childhood experiences over the lifespan (18,000 participants)

- 75% of participants were white
- 75% of participants were college-educated

Philadelphia ACE Study

- 43% of participants were Black
- 44% of participants were White
- 41% had at least some high school education
### Philadelphia ACEs Expanded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conventional ACEs</th>
<th>Expanded ACEs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Abuse</td>
<td>Witnessing Violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Abuse</td>
<td>Living in Unsafe Neighborhoods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual Abuse</td>
<td>Experiencing Racism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Neglect</td>
<td>Living in Foster Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Neglect</td>
<td>Experiencing Bullying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Violence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Substance Abuse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incarcerated Care Provider</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Illness in the Home</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

https://www.philadelphiaaces.org/philadelphia-ace-survey
Philadelphia ACE Study

- Early Death
- Symptoms of disease, Distress, Criminalization
- Coping Skills
- Allostatic Load/Disrupted Neurological Development
- Complex Trauma/ACES
- Social/Local Context
- Generational Embodiment/Historical Trauma

https://www.philadelphiaaces.org/philadelphia-ace-survey
TOXIC STRESS

Not all stress is bad for the brain and body. The stresses that are part of everyday life—taking a test, learning to drive, preparing for a job interview—can strengthen our problem-solving abilities and boost our resilience. But continual or extreme stress, especially in the early years, can damage a child’s ability to think, learn, grow and relate to others. It can have a lifelong effect on both physical and mental health. Research shows that nurturing, supportive relationships with adults can help reduce the damage caused by early toxic stress.

http://communityresiliencecookbook.org/the-language-of-aces/
As the number of Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) increases, so does the risk of NEGATIVE HEALTH OUTCOMES.
DISCLOSURE
TRAUMA AND CRISIS RESPONSE

- **SHOCK:** “I feel so numb, I can’t cry.”
- **DISBELIEF:** “Did this really happen to me?”
- **SHAME:** “I feel like this was my fault. I feel dirty.”
- **GUILT:** “If only I had…”
- **ANGER:** “I want to get even with him/her.”
- **DEPRESSION:** “I feel tired and hopeless.”
- **ANXIETY:** “I’m a nervous wreck. I can’t sleep.”

Triggering event or reminder of past trauma

Incident close in time
Recent v. Past Trauma

RECENT INCIDENT

- Survivor may present actively in crisis – Utilize grounding and coping skills to help them make decisions
- May have to discuss emergency medical care
- For survivors who do not want to report or seek additional medical care, utilize safety planning

PAST TRAUMA

- The survivor may be seeking a safe place to feel their emotions, not seeking advice or guidance
- May not recognize the link between their symptoms and the traumatic incident
- Utilize warm referrals to connect them to services
WHY YOU SHOULD GO TO A HOSPITAL AFTER SEXUAL ASSAULT

- You might have physical injuries – even if you can’t see them.
- You might want medications to help prevent infections, sexually transmitted diseases or pregnancy.
- You might want to complete a forensic examination and/or evidence collection.

THE FORENSIC EXAM AND EVIDENCE COLLECTION

- Key tool in investigation and in prosecuting cases
- Evidence that the assault occurred, or that the perpetrator is the source of the biological material
DEVELOPING A RESPONSE
TRAUMA RECOVERY
(AS ILLUSTRATED BY AN AVOCADO)

Outer Peel
What people on the outside see. (Often: some bumps but otherwise “fine”)

Squishy Goo
Feelings. ALL The feelings. (plus mental health symptoms, somatic symptoms, triggers, dissociation, etc)

The Pit
Traumatic memories + beliefs about self or world that are based in trauma & shame.

Part you share with the outside world.
Part you share with your support network (friends and family) for the emotional support and growth.
Part you share in a safe, therapeutic environment for RECOVERY.
EMPOWERMENT AND STRENGTHS – BASED APPROACH

- Understand and communicate the limits of your confidentiality
- Utilize active listening skills
- Provide choice and control, however small
- Look for opportunities to acknowledge their resilience/strengths
NORMALIZE AND VALIDATE WHAT YOU KNOW ABOUT TRAUMA

 Model healthy connections and boundaries
 Provide education about the impact of trauma and common reactions
 Develop a plan for safety and coping skills
 Be familiar with resources and community-based services
Most importantly, we believe that ultimately our clients can make the BEST CHOICES for their lives.
EMPOWERMENT MODEL

It takes a lot of courage to be here and talk about what happened.

There is no "normal" way to feel and it is okay to feel __________.

It's important that the right people know about this so we can help keep you safe. Let's call PAAR together.
"We think we listen, but very rarely do we listen with real understanding, true empathy. Yet listening, of this very special kind, is one of the most potent forces for change that I know."

— Carl Rogers
“WHAT YOU ARE EXPERIENCING IS NORMAL.”

How we think about TRAUMATIC EVENTS changes how we heal

When trauma is held as central to identity, people have more post-traumatic mental health symptoms.

People able to frame trauma as “something that happened” to them (part of their story but not core identity) have less.

RESEARCH: GEORGE, PARK, AND CHAUDOIR (2016) VISUALLY TRANSLATED BY: @LINDSAYBRAMAN
VIDEO  Brenè Brown on Empathy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Evwgu369Jw&feature=youtu.be
How to Hold Space

- Be nonjudgmental
- Just be with them where they are
- Don't try to “fix” it
- Don't have expectations
- Create a container for their feelings
- Be willing to do what they need to
- Allow them to listen actively & deeply
- Follow their lead
- Be present
- Empower them
- Sit in it with them
- Trust their process
- Give unconditional support
- Don't make it about you
- Have empathy & compassion
- Let go of control and assumptions
- Stay grounded

@alyseruvianidesign
I know that this is hard.
I know there’s a lot that could go wrong. What could go right?
All vibes are welcome here.
It’s pretty normal to have some negativity in this situation.
It’s probably pretty hard to be positive right now. I’m putting out good energy into the world for you.
It’s probably really hard to see any good in this situation. We’ll make sense of it.

You’ll get over it!
Just be positive!
Good vibes only!
Stop being so negative!
Think happy thoughts!
Never give up!
Just be happy!
See the good in everything.

Whitney (@sitwithwhit) (Instagram 2019).
OUR MOST POWERFUL TOOL IS OUR OWN SELF-REGULATED NERVOUS SYSTEM

- Tools in self-regulation and self-awareness:

**SETTLING BREATH**
Take a few deep breaths, in and out. Don’t try to change your breath or judge it. Just notice yourself breathing.

Now, try to make your exhale longer than the inhale. Breathe in, then breathe out (holding the exhale longer).

**BUTTERFLY HUG**
Take a few deep breaths, in and out. Cross your hands over your chest so that the middle finger of each hand is placed below your collarbone. The rest of your fingers will touch your upper chest. You can interlock your thumbs.

Tap your hands one at a time, alternating right and left, simulating the flapping wings of a butterfly. Continue to breathe slowly and deeply, observing whatever is going through your mind and body (thoughts, images, sounds, emotions). Observe it like clouds going by without judging or trying to change it.
“When I think of the dark path she has walked, I know for certain that she would not have made it even a very few steps without EVERYONE WHO CARED FOR AND SUPPORTED HER on this journey.

She came to court asking for justice and for punishment – and even following the disappointing verdict, she said:

“I’m still glad we did this. It was the right thing. The last emotion I would have thought I would be feeling is happiness but I feel so much CLOSURE, RELIEF, AND JOY.”
Tea and Consent Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fGoWLWS4-kU

The Guardian: Male rape survivors suffer in silence. We need to help them talk (2020).


Intersectionality statistics:

2. YWCA: Gender-based Violence Fact Sheet
4. National Sexual Violence Resource Center (NSVRC)
6. CALCASA
81 S. 19TH ST.
PITTSBURGH, PA 15203
P: (412) 431-5665

1-866-END-RAPE
PAAR.NET